This proposed project seeks to advance a more diverse, responsive, and site specific architecture. It is the multiformity of architecture that creates its beauty in our world. How boring would the world be if all buildings were made of the same parts, or clad in the same panel? Who could draw inspiration from a uniform built environment? Buildings themselves should not be uniform in form and structure either. Every element in a structure is acted upon by differing forces depending on its orientation, structural load, and program type. This should be made clear in the articulation and visual appearance of the structure, especially in with the advent of digital manufacturing technologies. In his essay Integral Formation and Materialisation: Computational Form and Material Gestalt, Achim Menges writes,

“Architecture, as a material practice, attains social, cultural and ecological relevance through the articulation of material arrangements and structures. Thus, the way we conceptualise these material interventions- and particularly the technology that enables their construction - presents a fundamental aspect in how we (re)think architecture.”

By leveraging computational design and robotic fabrication, it is possible to increase the variation and environmental responsiveness of an architecture, down to its components. The real challenge is to create workflows that keep material and labor costs to a reasonable level. All too often digital fabrication methods for creating building components are too wasteful and/or labor intensive to be realistically used in a building scale project. With this in mind, I will be comparing material and labor cost tradeoffs between the processes I use and commonly used equivalent processes.

I am proposing a two part thesis, each part encompassing one full semester. The first project is meant to be leveraged to increase knowledge and skill required to tackle the second project. Both are expansions on processes that I have worked with before, so the time it takes to really get going should be minimal. If either project still has the opportunity for expansion at the end of each semester, I have an additional year of masters school in Computational Design at CMU in which I can continue developing that project.
In the Fall 2013 semester I will work to develop a new computational toolset and robotic fabrication process for creating curved wood components. The process I will be developing was inspired by Schindler Salmeron’s ZipShape technique, which I worked with in the Fall 2012 Semester with Eugene Wong in Professor Ficca’s studio. The essence of Schindler Samleron’s project was the ability to take two flat sheets of wood and mill out a teeth pattern on each sheet such that when you put the two sides together they form a predetermined curvature. He believed this technique could be used to create flat pack furniture that could be assembled at home and sold the idea to Ikea. However, due to the great amount of uniform pressure needed to be applied to the two sides to glue them together, his idea does not quite work. You either need a huge amount of clamps or a vacuum bag to hold the two sides together, both of which the average household does not have.

This is where my thesis idea comes in. If I could write a script that could predict/simulate how those angles change as you bend the sheet, I believe I could mill out both sides such that as you bend them, they form the exact angle needed to slide them together and hold together without the need for clamps or vacuum bags.

The research method I use will follow closely to Achim Menges’ students’ project Kerf-Based Complex Wood Systems where I will begin with controlled experiments, which will lead to a script, then prototypes and a final structure/installation. Professor Ficca brought in one of Menges’ students, Marshall Campos, last year to give a talk about his kerfing project, and it was one of the main sources of inspiration for my thesis project. Hopefully I will be able to interface with him throught the semester so he can give me some guidance.

The experiments will test to see what the variables are in this technique. I imagine the curvature of the piece, uniform curvature vs varied curvature, thickness, springback, and wood type will all be needed to be factored into the script. This piece of software will be similar to the program Menges’ team wrote for the ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2010. Menges was able to simulate the behavior of plywood as it is bent and distorted by forces. However, he had a team of PhD’s working for him so inevitably my program will be much more crude, but will hopefully still do the job I need.

The final output will be an occupyable structure, about the size of our Materials and Assembly Catenary projects. If I do my job right, each curved component will be easily assembled by one person, and only the final construction will require some helping hands.
In the Spring semester I will look at the process of multi-robot-based Asymmetrical Incremental Sheet Forming (AISF). Last spring, I worked with Matt Adler to come up with a workflow that involved the 6-axis robot in the dfab lab and the plasma cutter robot. We were able to achieve some pretty interesting and groundbreaking results. Without the use of a mold, we were able to form a flat sheet of steel into a 3-dimensional form simply by incrementally pressing down on the sheet with a spherical toolhead attached to the robot.

The result is much the same as you would get from using the CNC router on foam, but you do not lose any material. It is not a subtractive process. Instead the sheet is stretched and deformed. We even proved that you could have localized deformations without the need for a mold. However, the result is not exactly what the digital file describes since there is some springback without anything pushing behind the sheet.

This is where my second thesis idea comes in. The dfab lab now has two large 6-axis robots in the same room that can interact with one another. I would like to explore how this AISF technique could be improved if there was a second robot pushing against the sheet on the opposite side. I believe this multi-robot process could eventually be used to do exactly that a CNC is able to create, but without any waste and in rigid metal.

In the beginning of the semester I would be performing a series of experiments to see how the two robots acting on the same sheet affects the deformation. This would hopefully lead to a piece of software that can take a file that would have otherwise run on the CNC, and create a toolpath using this Multi-robot-based Asymmetrical Incremental Sheet Forming technique. This is a lofty goal but I have been taking a lot of CS courses at CMU and would like to apply them to architecture and fabrication. At the end, I would have a series of tests to display along with videos of the process and maybe a script or program that I described. If I could get assistance, maybe even a full scale prototype of a facade system.
Schedule

Project 1
September: Experimentation in 2D via Lasercutter and CNC knife
October: Script Writing
November: Prototyping
December: Final Assembly

Project 2
January: Fabrication of Frame to hold Sheet Metal
February: Experimentation with Multi-Robot AISF
March: Software Coding
April: Software Coding
May: Fabrication of Final Pieces
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- A compilation of recent projects involving robotic fabrication. Includes a chapter on AISF with useful information including equations, pictures, and explanations of the process.


- A material exploration project that will closely mirror my process. Specifically, a research process looking into the effect of kerfing on the plyability of wood pieces.


- A past project of mine that utilized the ZipShape technique to produce 3 unique curved wood beams. I will be incorporating parts of the script I wrote for this project into my thesis.


- A video of the assembly process for a pavilion that was formed through material computation.


- Details about the pavilion along with photos and references.


- An essay about material computation that I will use to back my thesis argument.


- A paper explaining the ZipShape process.


- An expansion on the paper explaining the ZipShape process.